
 

Neufert Bauentwurfslehre Deutsch

from 1933, neuferts architectural career was
intertwined with the resistance and liberation. first, as a
member of the communist party of germany (kpd), he
opposed the national socialists on ideological grounds.
second, as a member of the socialist party of germany,

he was the architect of the social democrats' (spd)
postwar strategy of joining the federal republic of
germany (frg). from the mid-1930s, neuferts work

became more and more specialized in the technical
aspects of glass manufacture, and he was responsible

for the design of such structures as the glass
department in the bayerische werkstille, the bayerische

glas- und keramikfabrik and the chemisch-zentraler
werkstelle für das bayerische glaswerk. by the

mid-1940s, he was working on glassmaking research at
the kaiser wilhelm institute for glass research in berlin.

after the war, neuferts architectural career took a
different direction. in the early 1950s, he designed the

glass factory for the bayerischer werkstelle für
schnittbilden in freising. in 1952, he was appointed

director of the bayerische glas- und keramikfabrik in
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biberach. in 1954, he became head of the chemisch-
zentraler werkstelle für das bayerische glaswerk.

neuferts involvement with the mechanical engineering
and production activities of glassmaking would be the
main focus of his professional work during his career.

his first work in this area was the bayerisches
schokoladenwerk in 1950 in biberach. neuferts work on
the factory enabled him to study the production of glass

in germany and the necessary changes in the glass
factories to make the transition to economy of scale

viable. at the same time, he was aware of the
importance of a smooth transition from the old

production process to the new. he was in contact with
the verband deutscher keramikindustriellen (vdk) and
became a member of the committee to draft the laws
that would change the nature of the glass industry in

west germany.
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ernst neufert designed the system of connection
between buildings known as the bauhausgefängnis.

using an unbuilt system, he produced the berlin
passenger train station which was commissioned in

1937. the neufert foundation is a non-profit
organization, and the bauhaus dessau settlement
foundation was founded in 1972. the foundation is

supported by the city of dessau, the german federal
government, and the province of saxony. neuferts
involvement in the standardization of architectural

dimensions and building practices, for which he is best
known, started in 1926, when he began teaching at the
staatliche bauhochschule in weimar. here, a compulsory

module for new students was schnellentwerfen (fast
design), which allowed a very limited time to develop
architectural solutions to a given brief. the academic

catalog from 1929 described the class:schnellentwerfen
(fast design), which allowed a very limited time to
develop architectural solutions to a given brief. the
academic catalog from 1929 described the class:

neufert published his recommendations on octametric
bricks in 1941, a date that suggests sinister motives

behind the obsessive drive for standardization. not only
did hitler and speer need to rebuild german cities

quickly to keep up morale, but a standardized building
system was also essential because forced laborers,
prisoners, and volunteers had no prior experience in
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building, and the first two groups were suspected of
sabotage and perhaps 30 to 40 percent less productive
due to malnutrition, disease, and torture. furthermore,

with prison and slave labor hailing from all lands
occupied by the reich, a standardized building system
would eliminate much miscommunication. [16] neufert
hoped that a standard grid of 12.5 centimeters could be
set for all architects and builders, in effect standardizing

design itself. from 1941 the ss adopted neuferts
octametric system in poland and some of its furniture-
production facilities. [17] neufert wrote, if a building is

planned according to the octametric system, the
contractor only needs an octametric levelling rod in

order to organize the entire building, the axial
distances, windows, doors, posts, and partitions, on a

rapid and mistake-free basis. [18] 5ec8ef588b
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